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Few training management dynamics are more 
vexing than housing. It represents an extremely 
time-intensive, tedious function that begs for an 
intelligent, automated solution — one that makes 
accommodating last-minute enrollments (and 
constant changes) a snap. 
  
Acadis Housing puts a powerful, intuitive tool in 
your hands to easily manage building, floor and 
dorm room configurations and to monitor the 
current status of each room. On-center housing, 
leased housing, overflow hotel housing — no 
matter what you suddenly need to accommodate, 
Acadis Housing helps you manage it all more 
efficiently than ever before.

Set your own rules based on key variables you 
choose: housing types, class proximity, seniority/
VIP rules, cost rules, Americans with Disabilities 
Act (ADA) requirements, and more. Then, based 
on reservations and availability, Acadis Housing 
automatically assigns students to rooms and beds. 

Plus, it also provides rich, valuable information to 
aid capacity planning and demand modeling. So 
you can stay ahead of what’s coming tomorrow, all 
while better managing what’s happening today.

“The Acadis housing module provided a level of efficiency and customization that allowed us to manage multiple, 
overlapping cohorts of police, corrections and other public safety officers at our new dormitory facilities.” 

– Oregon Department of Public Safety Standards and Training

Save Time: Automate reservations, room assignments 
and checkout, eliminating the need to devote additional 
resources to coordinating what would otherwise be a 
convoluted, cumbersome process  

Simplify Planning: Ensure gender-appropriate room 
assignments and load balancing, and identify current 
and future dormitory needs to maintain optimal housing 
capacity

Optimize Capacity: Capitalize on real-time views of 
dorm/barracks utilizations to make the best use of all 
available space   

Ensure Safety: Track upcoming, ad-hoc or emergency 
facility maintenance to keep your housing in top shape

KEY BENEFITS

ACADIS HOUSING

SIMPLIFYHOUSING
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To us, that’s more than a tagline. It’s a simple truth. And it’s what inspired us to develop Acadis Readiness Solutions.

Acadis is a flagship family of solutions from Envisage Technologies that embody a single, powerful idea: to make certain our police, 
emergency services and military communities are trained, equipped and ready to respond. 

Please contact us for more information on all of our Acadis solutions and to schedule a demonstration.

Toll Free: (888) 313 - 8324
Local: (812) 330 - 7101
Email: sales@envisagenow.com

READINESS SAVES LIVES.

Unlike generic systems from competitors, the Acadis® Readiness Suite was built from the ground up to meet the unique needs of law 
enforcement, public safety and military communities. So we invite you to take a closer look at everything it has to offer. When you do, 
you’ll find that Acadis Readiness Solutions compare very favorably across the board. Because feature-for-feature, benefit-by-benefit, 
only Acadis delivers a truly comprehensive set of tools that give users the confidence to know that their personnel and resources are 
ready for whatever awaits.

FEATURE COMPARISON

Comparable Partial Limited
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ACADIS HOUSING

FEATURE ACADIS GENERIC

Customizable housing/dorm configuration (building, floors, rooms, beds and bathrooms)

Automatically assign students to housing based on business rules

Track housing assignments by building/room number

Store student emergency contact information

Track housing costs for invoicing

Occupancy report

Flag gender-specific housing down to the room level

Automatically load balance room assignments

Track and assign VIP and ADA rooms

Capacity monitor

Track maintenance tickets

Reassign housing

Actions monitor (check-in/check-out)

Alerts for changes in check-in/check- out dates (class changes)

One-click check-in/out for individual students or entire classes

Full integration with Acadis Training, Registration and Scheduling

High-security system framework (FISMA & DHS 4300 compliant)


